
California 
Dreamin’
A stylish re-model has turned a ramshackle 
bachelor pad into a sophisticated space that’s 
perfect for entertaining friends and family
Words: Jacky Parker  Photography: Karyn R Millett/Chilli Media
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 uilt in 1932 into the hillside at Laguna Beach, Orange County, 
Philip Loberg’s cottage-style house in California is in a spectacular 
location overlooking the Pacific Ocean. “We’re between Los Angeles 
and San Diego and when it was first developed the area attracted a lot 
of silent-movie stars,” says Philip. “Later, Rita Hayworth, Bette Davis 
and other actors and creative people from the film and art industries 
came here and it became known as an artist’s colony. There are lots 
of different architectural styles so it doesn’t have that sterile suburban 
feel of other places nearby.”

Philip, a financier, shares the house with his husband Leandro, a data 
analyst who he met whilst living in Brazil, but has owned the house 
since 1994. “It was in need of modernisation,” says Philip. “The kitchen 
was too small, there weren’t enough bathrooms and the configuration 
didn’t work well within the house or between the inside and outside. 
I was originally going to do it up to sell it as I was living overseas, 
but my circumstances changed and I decided to come back here  
to live.”

B With an architectural designer, Todd Haigh, as his best friend and 
neighbour, Philip knew exactly who to call on to create his dream 
home. “I’d seen Todd’s projects and we had often discussed how it 
could work for us,” says Philip. “I wanted to maintain the character 
of the house and for it to feel comfortable, relaxed and welcoming, 
so Todd recommended two other friends of ours, architect Thomas 
Burger and interior designer John Wooden, for the space planning 
and decoration – it was a collaborative effort.”

Set over two storeys, with the living room, dining area, kitchen, 
cloakroom, master bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor, and 
two guest bedrooms and family room on the lower level, the owners’ 
love of entertaining was the main priority in getting the layout to flow. 
A tiny galley kitchen was extended by incorporating the old laundry 
room and pantry and a curved wall with a row of windows was created 
echoing the arc of the street outside. An island unit was located in the 
middle of the kitchen to take advantage of the spectacular views, with a 
range cooker on the back wall and plenty of storage and open shelving. 
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“I love being able to cook and look out at the ocean,” says Philip, 
“and I wanted the crockery we use every day to be accessible.” A 
small computer area was also created in front of the window next to 
a separate drinks fridge. “I don’t like sitting in a corner to do tasks. If 
I have to pay bills or whatever, it’s so much easier to do it here,” he 
adds. “And the drinks fridge is great – when we’re throwing a party 
people can just help themselves.”

In the dining room, the original doorway that led to the deck outside 
was turned into a window, while a bank of glass bi-fold doors was 
installed on the adjoining wall in the living room to open the space up 
to the ocean deck. “If we had a party, there could be 50 or more people 
going in and out of that single door,” explains Philip. “Now, when the 
glass doors are open, the indoor area and outdoor deck merge into one 
big space. We also extended the roof over the patio and added outdoor 
heaters too, so we can use the deck all year round.” 

Downstairs, some excavation into the hillside was needed to provide 
the two guest bedrooms with their own bathrooms. “My niece   

Opening pages (p102-103): The 
newly constructed pool was part of 
the refurbishment.

Left: The island was designed as a 
statement piece with the base painted 
in platinum grey from Benjamin 
Moore and a Calacatta marble 
worktop. The rich walnut tones of 
the classic Cherner barstools lift the  
neutral scheme.

Below: New windows along the 
curved wall offer views to the ocean 
and garden. “It’s so much better,” 
says Philip. “Leandro or I can be 
working and suddenly you look up 
and see hummingbirds or butterflies 
in the garden.”
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often comes to stay with her family, so I wanted each bedroom to 
have its own bathroom,” says Philip. “Now when they visit, they can 
have the whole lower floor to themselves.” 

When it came to choosing the colour palette and materials, Philip 
loved John’s idea of working with the natural colours and tones 
outside. “It’s a beach house, so we looked at the sky, sand, sea 
and sunsets and used blues, beige, yellows and orange, mixed with 
weathered wood for that beachy feel,” explains interior designer John 
Wooden. Oak flooring runs throughout, while timber panelling was 
chosen for a selection of walls to chime with the original beams and 
weatherboard style of the house. Stylish mid-century furniture and 
gorgeous cotton and linen fabrics provide pops of colour, creating a 
look that’s luxurious yet laid back. 

“I don’t like unfriendly rooms with attitude; I want people to walk 
in and feel welcome and comfortable,” says Philip. “I used to come 
back from the beach with friends and we’d hang out in our beach 
gear, but we’re a bit older now, so there are sufficient bathrooms and 
showers for everyone. The house has retained its heart and soul so 
guests still remember it as the place they partied in, but it has grown 
up with us.”  KBB

Above: The layout forms the classic 
working triangle with the integrated 
fridge-freezer on one side, the pantry on 
the other and the cooking and preparation 
areas in the middle. The extractor was 
custom-made to complement the Wolf 
range cooker.

Above: An abstract artwork by 
Chris DiVincente provides a colourful 
splash in the modernist scheme. 

Below: Original mid-century furniture 
is mixed with modern pieces in a 
similar style. “We’re all mid-century 
kids so we gravitate to that style,” 
says interior designer John Wooden, 
who sourced many of the pieces.
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Above: The custom-made dining 
table can be extended to seat up to 
16 people, so it’s ideal when Philip and 
Leandro have their extended families to 
stay. The new window also doubles up 
as a serving hatch when the couple are  
entertaining outside.

“When the glass doors are open, the 
indoor area and outdoor deck merge 
into one big space. We also extended 

the roof over the patio and added 
outdoor heaters too, so we can use 

the deck all year round.”
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Above: Beautiful hand-painted De Gournay 
wallpaper brings an element of surprise to the 
ground-floor cloakroom. The porthole window 
enhances the underwater feel. Marble from the 
kitchen island was used on the vanity unit. Vintage 
Stilnovo wall sconces provide soft lighting. 

Left: The original beamed ceiling was exposed, 
adding a spacious feel to the living room. 
An original Serge Mouille light provides a  
stylish centrepiece. 
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Q&A
Interior designer John Wooden says…

What took up the majority of the budget?
Aside from the construction, it was using true materials: the 
solid wood floor was made by a local company and finished 
on-site, we used premium marble and stone and the kitchen 
is hand-painted. 

What was the biggest challenge?
The shape of the kitchen. We had a curved wall with many windows, so we lost the 
upper wall space. It was a tricky layout so it was important to get the size of the island 
right, but it was defined by its setbacks as in the end it gave us a classic working 
triangle and worked out well. 

Any tips for people embarking on a similar project?
When choosing materials, don’t just look at a room in isolation; look at it in relation 
to the other rooms, so there is a common thread and consistency carried throughout 
the home.

Were you able to save any money?
We used vintage pieces and manufactured some elements ourselves.
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Above left: Philip’s niece and her husband use this guest room 
when they stay. The custom-made four-poster bed was inspired 
by some colonial chairs that Philip inherited from his grandmother. 
A vintage hostess trolley serves as a bedside table and was picked 
up in a Palm Springs antique shop, along with the lamps.

Above: In the master bathroom, recessed medicine cabinets sit 
hidden behind the mirrors, while wall-mounted taps keep the look 
clean and simple. The same Silver Sienna travertine has been used 
for the shower walls as for the vanity unit top. 
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Right: On the lower level leading to the pool is the second guest room. The blue 
headboard makes an interesting feature and was custom-made and covered in a 
muted blue fabric to reflect the accent shades elsewhere in the house. 

Above: Eye-catching marble mosaics on the master bathroom shower floor are 
a nod to Philip and Leandro’s love of Brazil and its Portuguese pavements. “Each 
community has its own sidewalk pattern,” explains Philip. “This one is the same as 
Ipanema beach.” 
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DESIGN
Architect Thomas Burger (www.thomasburgerarchitect.com)
Interior designer John Wooden and Dustin Dorr 
(www.johnwoodeninteriors.com)

KITCHEN
Cabinetry Custom-made. For similar try a bespoke design by Roundhouse 
(020 7297 6220 or www.roundhousedesign.com)
Appliances Range cooker and drinks fridge, Sub-Zero & Wolf (0845 250 
0010 or www.subzero-wolf.co.uk); Custom-made extractor, for similar try  
La Cornue (0870 789 5107 or www.lacornue.com)
Taps and sinks For similar try Franke (0161 436 6280 or  
www.franke.com)
Worktops Caesarstone (01706 863600 or www.caesarstone.co.uk)
Barstools Cherner, available from Twentytwentyone (020 7288 1996 or 
www.twentytwentyone.com) 
Pendant lights For similar try Rothschild & Bickers (01992 677292 or 
www.rothschildbickers.com)
Paint (walls and cabinetry) Benjamin Moore (01753 575756 or 
www.benjaminmoorepaint.co.uk)

DINING/LIVING ROOM
Table Custom-made by John Wooden, as before. For similar try  
Barker & Stonehouse (0333 355 7503 or  
www.barkerandstonehouse.co.uk)
Chairs Michael Berman, order bespoke chairs from The Sofa & Chair 
Company (020 8610 1740 or www.thesofaandchair.co.uk) 
Artwork Flow Modern Gallery, Palm Springs (www.flowmodern.com)
Wallpaper Cowtan & Tout. For similar try Colefax and Fowler (020 7318 
6000 or www.colefax.com)
Daybed Custom-made by John Wooden, as before. For similar try The 
Sofa & Chair Company, as before
Armchair For similar try John Sankey (0115 946 2121 or 
www.johnsankey.co.uk)
Rocker Milo Baughmann. For similar try 1st Dibs (www.1stdibs.com)
Artwork Mark Beck (www.markbeckpaintings.com)

MAIN GUEST BEDROOM 
Bed For similar try The French Bedroom Company (01444 415430 or 
www.frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk)
Trolley and lamp For similar try The Old Cinema (020 8995 4166 or 
www.theoldcinema.co.uk)

SECOND GUEST BEDROOM
Bed For similar try The Headboard Workshop (01291 628216 or 
www.theheadboardworkshop.co.uk)
Lamps Vintage. For similar try The Old Cinema, as before
 
CLOAKROOM
Vanity unit Custom-made by John Wooden, as before. For similar try 
Roundhouse, as before
Wallpaper De Gournay (020 7352 9988 or www.degournay.com)
Brassware Perrin & Rowe, as before
Wall sconce Stilnovo. For similar try 1st Dibs, as before
 
MASTER BATHROOM
Cabinetry Custom-made by John Wooden, as before. For similar try 
Roundhouse, as before
Tiles Marble mosaic. For similar try Bisazza (020 7584 8837 or 
www.bisazza.it)
Wall cladding and countertop Silver Sienna travertine. For similar  
try Lapicida (020 3012 1000 or www.lapicida.com)
Brassware Perrin & Rowe (01708 526361 or  
www.perrinandrowe.co.uk)
 
COST
A similar kitchen would cost around £90,000, a similar main guest bedroom 
around £25,000, and a similar master bathroom, £50,000

SourceBook
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Situated 100 feet above sea level, there’s a 
magnificent vista from the deck. The custom teak 
daybed is queen-sized and offers a great place to 
sleep on a summer’s night.
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